Dealers Supply & Lumber is excited to bring you our new VictorBilt Natural Window Units. Still committed to maintaining our same high quality design and wood treating standards, and the superior consistent construction that exists on other VictorBilt Double Hung, Casement, and Awning Windows, this new addition is a great answer your customers’ needs.

Features:
- 5/8” Insulated Glass in Clear or Low-e
- Compression Tilt Design
- Truseal Duralite spacer
- Woodlife®111 treated frame and sash parts for long life and weather protection
- Boot Glazed for great water protection
- Sash are assembled with screws for security and for easy replacement of glass if necessary
- Finger Lift routed for easy raise and lower
- Options for GBG and SDL
- Two piece Sill Construction
- Brick Mold standard, flat casing optional
- 67 years of craftsmanship experience